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June 26, 1998i

Dr. James A. Davis 
Water Resources Division 
U.S. Geological Survey, MS-465 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 

Dear Jim: 

Linda, Ralph and I have reviewed thc siting report and pro" osed project plan. We agree with 

your selection of the Naturita Site and the substance of theproposed project plan. Ralph had one 

significant comment and a list of editorial corrections (see ehclosure). The slight cost increase 

and schedule extension describ'ed in the draft project plan h've been noted and will be 

incorporated into the interagency agreement when we process the 1999 funds and can reference 

the final project plan.  

Task I will be complete upon receipt of the final project plan. Based on the review of the siting 

report and the draft project plan, I approve the selection of the Naturita site and authorize the 

implementation of Task 2: "Characterization of the Naturita field site and field sampling." 

Sincerely, 

[Original signed by:]

William R. Oft, Team Leader 
Waste Management Branch 
Division of Regulatory Applications 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
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Review of April 28, 1998 Projet Plan for 'Fiel Demonstration of Surface Complexation 
Models of Sorption at a U.S. Remediation Site" 

The draft plan indicates in the first paragraph on page 2 that "typically greater than 75% of the 
subsurface material by weight has.a~size dimension greater than 16mm" at the Naturita site In the 

last paragraph on page 5, the plan states that the "material will be sieved to remove material 

greater than 3 mm" with the 3 mm'and finer fraction "to be used in laboratory studies described in 

Tasks 3 and 4 " I was unable to find any discussion of the role of the material greater than.-3 mm 

in diameter or methods that we might use to approximate the signicance of this fraction to t:(VI) 

transport If this discussion escaped me, I would suggest summarizing it in the final paragraph on 

page 5 If this discussion is lacking; I suggest scratching our heads a bit to propose methods that 
might allow us to evaluate the significance of this size fraction 

Editorial Comments: 

The plan appears to have essentially settled on metric units of measure but occassionally uses 
other units 
page 1, second paragraph "Fromn 1947 to 1963, the Naturita mill processed 704,000 tons 

page I, second paragraph " the annual precipitation is approximately 13 inches per year 

page 2, first paragraph "Uranium concentrations at a well (Number 548) about 0 5 mile 

page 4, first paragraph " with individual sampling ports located every 12 inches of the 

saturated thickness 

page 4, last paragraph "In the seepage runs, every 200 yards 

page 5. first paragraph "A possible method for this disposal Would be pumping to shallow 
trenches (two foot depth)
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